
MOBILE JAZZ

Share
Your Vision
How to create the perfect user 
experience - and then lay it out



Optimizing
Ideas
You've got a brilliant idea: now we'll help you put 
it down on paper. This guide will help you map 
out each step of your user experience, and then 
illustrate this journey to your colleagues with 
clear, informative drawings.
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Defining Actors
& User Stories
First of all, we need to establish the who, why 
and how of your app. That means who our 
audience is, why they'll want to use the app and 
how they'll be interacting with it.

Each app has various different actors. Some will be external 
clients and others will be internal managers, charged with 
maintaining and improving the app.

Each actor will interact with the app in a different way, and it's 
vital to consider all of them when designing the user experience.

Actors
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Basic User
This is the default user who's going to interact 
with the product. their access is limited to the 
core user features.

Translator
With the growing demand for multilingual 
software, the product may need to be translated 
into other languages, again using the admin panel.

Administrator
The administrator is a full-access user who 
uses the panel to manage every single detail 
of the product.

Content Manager
These are specialist writers and editors who can 
add or edit content, using an admin panel.



After defining our user base, we need to start plotting their 
journey through the product. This means putting ourselves in 
the user's shoes and thinking about the steps they will take 
from one feature to the next. We need to consider not only the 
core functionality, but also everyday processes such as:

Registering/Logging In

Navigating Individual Pages

Performing Specific Actions

Editing Content

Changing Parameters

Uploading Files

User Stories
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A - User Registration B - Checking/Editing the User Profile

On the main screen, the user clicks on the 
‘Register’ button.

After clicking, a screen will be displayed requesting 
‘Username’, ‘Email’, ‘Date of Birth’ and ‘Password’.

Users are asked to mark a checkbox, accepting the 
terms and conditions.

Once the user has filled in their data, they click the 
‘Continue’ button.

a.

b.

c.

d.

From the main screen, the user clicks the ‘Menu’ button.

They navigate to ‘My Profile’.

This screen displays the information gathered during 
the registration process, plus a few extras such as 
‘Background Image’, ’Name’, ‘Location’ and ‘City’.

Users can click on an ‘Edit’ button to change the 
information they originally entered (apart from their 
email) and add new details. By clicking ‘Save’, the user's 
information is updated.

a.

b.

c.

d.

User stories might include
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Continue

Username

Email

Password

Date of Birth

I accept the terms and conditions

dd/mm/yy

Continue

Arynjac

arynjac@email.com

******************

Date of Birth

I accept the terms and conditions

11/10/86

Profile

Arynjac Name

arynjac@email.com Date of Birth 11/10/86

Location

Save

City

Change Background



The User-Product Relationship
Let's say we're building a task management platform. A piece 
of software that allows managers to assign duties to team 
members and loop in ‘followers’, people who aren’t directly 
involved but need to be kept up to date.

But there are all kinds of questions to consider. How do we 
present the core task details in a clear, consistent way? How do 
we inform users that a task has overrun? When a task is 
updated, how are its various followers affected? And when a 
task is deleted, what happens to the information it contains?

An amazing task to complete!
Deependra Bardhan

Today

This is just an example of what to consider. We need to think 
about how the user interacts with each part of our product  - files, 
photos, personal details and others. Then there are all manner of 
potential snags  - otherwise known as ‘corner cases’.

Establishing each desired interaction before beginning 
development will make the whole project more efficient and cause  
fewer headaches in the future, as well as less time & money.

Mapping The
User Experience
Ok, so we've stepped into the users' shoes and 
given them a pathway through our product. Now we 
need to define the rules that'll define this journey.
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Click to complete Can we still delete if completed?

Assignee should know about task updates!
Green = On Time
Red = Expired



Wrong format: emails must contain an @

myemail#email.com

Email:

Mobile Jazz

Company:

Something went wrong!

It looks like you don't have any internet 
connection available. Please, check your 
connectivity settings and try again.

OK

Whenever an error occurs, whether it's caused by the application 
or the user's mistake, it's vital to show the user what happened, 
what caused it, and how to fix it.

General Errors & In-Line Errors

Completed Actions Empty States
When users complete actions, they expect some kind of 
confirmation to acknowledge they've achieved their goal.

Succesfully added
Add New

Blank pages are inevitable, no matter the product. Users might 
enter a search which brings no results, or they'll reach an ‘in-
between’ stage where they haven't entered enough data to 
activate certain features. In these situations we need to add 
context (explain why the page is empty) or tell the user how to 
populate the page with content.

Search: Mobile Jazz

No results found.

Please try again with different terms.

You've got no messages

Inbox
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This Is Only The Beginning...Waiting Times

Transitions & Navigation
A good navigation system can make the product easily 
understandable for users. We can make our users' lives easier 
by taking advantage of the navigation patterns each platform 
has. Good navigation is now a minimum expectation for most 
users, so we need to get this right.

Technology has its limitations, and sometimes the user has to 
sit and wait for things to get processed. So it's important to 
foresee situations that can cause waiting times and give users 
the appropriate notification.

We've covered some of the common patterns you should keep 
in mind, but user experience also covers many other areas, 
such as:

There are many more examples we could choose here. But 
don't worry. This might seem overwhelming and complex, but 
that's why an initial investment in design can help you cover all 
the bases before you jump into development, even if you use a 
UI template and don't require visuals.

The most we cover in the initial stages, the better.

Language: How we communicate key information 
in accordance with our brand guidelines, making 
sure users understand us.

Accessibility: How we simplify information and 
requirements for those with different skills and/or 
limited devices.

Gestures: Tactile, or touch-based, devices offer 
new ways to interact with our interfaces and 
software, so we need to maximize them.

Responsiveness: If the product is cross-platform, 
we need to think about how we adapt our content 
based on different sizes and devices.

Olivia Evans
(555) - 443 - 434 - 513

A1A
A

B

A2
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Drawing
Wireframes
Wireframes provide the ideal way to do this. A wireframe 
is a rough sketch which lays out the essential content of a 
screen and shows how users will migrate from one page 
to another. Wireframes aren't meant to be particularly 
attractive or complex, but they provide a great starting 
point to visualize content.

What Do They Include?

Wireframes don't need to be well-designed but they do 
need to be reasonably detailed, showing all the content 
that will appear on the screen. The easiest and fastest 
way to draw them is with pen and paper. Keep in mind the 
average size and proportions of the target device when 
wireframing. Remember: It's not about artistic perfection, 
but content placement.

Wireframes are meant to define user flows and content 
within each screen as well as defining how the user 
navigates from one screen to the next. We're just 
defining what should be in the app and where it should 
go. We'll take care of designing a good interface later, 
but first, we need to know what the user can expect to 
find on each screen, how the user is going to move 
between screens and what information they can access.

How Can I Create Wireframes?
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As an example, let's take an application that locates 
interesting sites around the user, such as bars, restaurants or 
museums.

The main screen could be a full-screen map, which comes with 
a search button and identifies popular locations with dots.

What Happens Next?

Crucially, we need to define which actions trigger the buttons 
or interactive items we have on screen.

In the example, when clicking the search icon (figure 1), it 
changes displaying an arrow to move back, and after 
searching (typing in the field) you get the result with a zoomed 
view of the current selection. (figure 2)

Define the Complete Set of Screens & Actions

As we've seen, with a couple of quick drawings we can define 
what's going to be included on each screen, which actions 
trigger each button/interactive within the app, and how the app 
behaves.

Get Inspired by Thinking Like a User

When drawing wireframes, always try to think of other 
applications and how they work for the user. What steps must 
the user take to achieve each desired outcome? How is the 
user expected to navigate between each stage? This will 
unlock some good ideas and root out missing information at 
an early stage.

Examples of Wireframes
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Fig 1 Fig 2
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Remember, we're not designing our product 
user's interface yet, but rather trying to draw a 
map of the user's navigation, showing the 
information they can find in each view and how 
they can interact with the app.

In order to draw good wireframes it's important 
to focus on what's important. Instead of getting 
distracted by color or typography, we need to 
home in on objects, items and actionables.

Focus On The Core First



Get The Ideas
Flowing

Pen & Paper

There are several ways to make wireframes, being the 
pen and paper the easiest method with fewer 
requirements or knowledge, to applications made 
specifically for prototyping. 

Our suggestion: Take the one you feel more comfortable 
with and one that doesn't take you time learning. We 
won't need to be extremely accurate at this stage, so 
take it easy!

A classic way to wireframe. You can start from scratch 
in a sheet of paper, or use templates which will allow 
you to achieve better results and keep consistency on 
the device size.

You can use sneakpeekit.com or sketchize.com to get 
some specific browser or mobile grid templates to start 
drawing your ideas.

Tools For Wireframing

Now we've covered the basics, it's time to fire up the idea 
train! We've compiled a list of resources and useful tips 
for letting ideas flow and achieving the optimum level of 
detail in your wireframes to ensure nothing is missed.
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https://www.sneakpeekit.com
https://www.sketchize.com


Tips On Wireframing

A lot of people prefer to draw their wireframe using pen & 
paper, but there are plenty of digital tools available. Some of 
the most popular are Photoshop, Sketch, Balsamiq, Azure, 
Powerpoint and Keynote.

However, we don't recommend buying and learning one of 
these tools unless it's going to be used on a regular basis. 
Some of them are quite complex to use,  so those who don't 
have the knowledge are probably better sticking to the pen.

Remember, wireframes must focus on application flow and 
user stories. Each wireframe must reflect the actions that 
users can - and can't - perform.

Present as much information as possible. If the drawing 
sufficiently demonstrates the feature, there's no need to add 
further details. Extra information can be annotated in the 
margins.

Don't aim for perfection. Sketch some lines and place 
content where you'd like it to appear. There's no need to draw 
precise icons and images, just illustrate where they should 
go - or even just give some simple written instructions.

There's no need to insert real text. Just draw a few lines to 
indicate it's a piece of text and use the side annotations to 
specify what it's about.

Keep the extra components in mind such as alerts, log-ins 
and registration flows, not just the main screens.

Information is dynamic and can take time to load or process. 
In addition, errors can occur. Think about what to display in 
these circumstances.

Feel free to draw arrows or any additional diagram to 
enhance the wireframes/user story definitions.

Digital Options
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MOBILE JAZZ

mobilejazz.com

info@mobilejazz.com

https://www.mobilejazz.com

